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and enabled extremely impressive results. Beyond reconstruction, the morphable model framework provides two
key benefits: first, a point-to-point correspondence between
the reconstruction and all other models, enabling “morphing”, and second, modeling underlying transformations between types of faces (male to female, smile to frown, thin
to flesh, etc.).
Morphable models could potentially have an unprecedented impact on face recognition, tracking and detection algorithms, e.g., Face Recognition Grand Challenge
(FRGC) concluded [1] that, if available, 3D models dramatically increase recognition performance due to their invariance to lighting, viewpoint, and occlusion. More than
a decade later, however, morphable models have yet to
achieve their initial promise; while we’ve seen face detection and recognition enjoy widespread deployment into consumer cameras and photo sharing technology, morphable
models have yet to achieve similar impact. Still, face detection and recognition methods operate by training on a very
large number of photos to achieve robust performance and
often fail, e.g., for non-frontal views, extreme lighting, children, unusual expressions, or other cases that fall outside
of the training set. In the research community, the number
of follow-on research papers on morphable models has declined in recent years. We believe the key reasons are due
to three primary limitations:
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Figure 1. Overview of the method. We construct a morphable
model directly from Internet photos, the model is then used for
single view reconstruction from any new input image (Face Analyzer) and further for shape modification (Face Modifier), e.g.,
from neutral to smile in 3D.

Abstract
Morphable models have shown very impressive results
more than a decade ago, one of the major challenges, however, is to capture and register 3D laser scans of large number of people and facial expressions. Nowadays, there are
enormous amounts of face photos on the Internet, large portion of which has semantic labels. We propose a method to
build a morphable model directly from photos that already
exist on the Internet. The framework includes dense registration of Internet photos, as well as, new single view shape
reconstruction and modification algorithms.

1. Range: reconstructions must fall in the linear span of
the database, and existing 3D scan databases are too
limited to capture the full range of human expression,
ethnicity, aging, and other factors that affect shape.
2. Scale: while it’s relatively simple to train a face detector on 10,000 examples, acquiring, cleaning, and aligning the 3D models needed for morphable models is a
painstaking and cumbersome task. 1 .

1. Introduction
In their landmark 1999 paper [12], Blanz and Vetter [12]
introduced morphable models, a powerful tool for modeling
3D face shape and deformations that can be fit from a single
photo. Their key idea was to constrain face reconstruction
to lie within the linear span of 200 previously captured and
aligned 3D face scans. This approach dramatically reduces
the degrees of freedom of the face reconstruction problem,

3. Automation: the approach requires significant manual
work both to initialize the reconstruction and to create
the database.
1 Future improvements to Kinect and similar scanning systems, may
help though.
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In this paper we’d like to address these limitations and
introduce a new framework for computing a morphable
model. Rather than limiting ourselves to laser scans/shapes
captured in a laboratory we propose to leverage the Internet.
The vast amounts of photos of people already on the Internet can potentially capture many of the degrees of freedom
of the human face. For example, a Google image search
for “smiling babies” yields 100 million hits, and similarly
large numbers for “frowning babies,” “pouting babies,” etc.
In contrast, consider the logistical challenges of trying to
acquire 3D scans of many babies in different expressions.
Different search terms yield face photos of any desired age,
country, ethnicity, etc. We present a new completely automatic face modeling approach that computes a 3D face basis
directly from a large photo collection of photos from the Internet (rather than first acquiring a database of 3D face scans
and deriving a basis), and consequently enables reconstruction from a single view, and morphing of the reconstruction,
e.g., to different facial expressions.
Given a collection of photos our method automatically
computes pixel-wise correspondence from every photo in
the collection to a single reference (which is also computed
by the method). This enables putting in correspondence all
the photos in the collection. The key idea of the paper is
that once the photos are aligned it is possible to derive a
3D shape basis directly from the collection, and further to
estimate 3D shape from any single image and modify its
shape, e.g., to different facial expressions. In particular, we
show that the matrix of aligned intensities is a rank 4K matrix under the Lambertian reflectance model assumption and
can be factored into K 3D basis shapes, as well as lighting
and shape coefficients per image using SVD. We demonstrate the effectiveness of this method on challenging images taken ”in the wild”, including images of human faces
with varying facial expression taken under arbitrary lighting
and pose, and show shape reconstructions and modifications
that are produced completely automatically.

1.1. Overview
Section 2 summarizes related approaches. Section 3 describes how we align collected Internet photos and derive
a shape basis, we next describe the factorization method
that allows reconstructing shape from a single image in Section 4 and modifying the shape to perform different facial
expressions from a single image in Section 5. Experimental
evaluations are presented in Section 6 and conclusions in
Section 7.

2. Related Work
Despite a large literature on face modeling, still it is very
challenging to estimate 3D shape of a face from a single
image and in particular with facial expressions, taken under
unconstrained conditions. Indeed, most state of the art tech-

niques for high quality face reconstruction require a subject
to come to a lab to be scanned with special equipment (e.g.,
laser, stereo, lighting rigs, etc.) [26, 10, 13, 24, 6]. Recently, [20] showed that it is possible to use ideas from rigid
photometric stereo [8, 17] for shape estimation by combining photos from a large Internet collection, they recovered a
single shape which agrees with the majority of photos in the
collection (even though the photos included different facial
expressions).
Because single view reconstruction problem is ill-posed,
all existing methods depend heavily on prior models. Blanz
and Vetter [12] showed the potential for very high quality 3D face modeling from a single image by expressing
novel faces as a linear combination of a database of 3D
laser-scanned faces. This approach works extremely well
when the target is roughly within the linear span of the
database (in their case, 200 young adults), but is not well
suited for capturing facial shape with expressions and subtle details that vary from one individual to the next. There
are three publicly available implementations of morphable
models [3, 5, 4] to which we compare in the results section.
Similarly,[23] reconstruct a shape by combining patches
from a database of depths, [7] proposed general (non face
specific) priors on depth and albedo for shape from shading.
[18] produce single view reconstructions of scenes assuming availability of Kinect data and is not designed to work
on faces, [2] learns transformation from image features to
3D structure to infer a scene’s structure as a combination
of planes (is not applicable to faces). Kemelmacher and
Basri [19] use a shape-from-shading approach that requires
only a single template face as a prior, thus the geometry
varies significantly depending on which template is used.
Most of the approaches require some kind of manual initialization. To summarize, all approaches require availability of
high resolution depth data and apart from [12] are not designed to establish dense correspondence, thus cannot later
modify the shape not the image. In our work we build a
shape basis directly from the photos, moreover we establish
dense correspondence between the shape basis and the input
image enabling modification of input’s shape and texture.

3. Basis construction from Internet photos
We begin by describing our data collection approach,
and then show how to compute pixel-wise correspondence
between every photo in the collection to a common reference (we call it ”global correspondence”), and finally we
show how given a new previously unknown input photo we
automatically align it to the rest of the collection. This registration procedure allows us to construct an image basis
that will be used in the next sections for shape estimation
and modification from a single image.
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Figure 2. Averages of Internet photos, divided to clusters based on search terms. Each image represents an average of roughly 300 photos.
Top: Photos are first aligned using rigid transformation (based on location of the eyes, nose and mouth), bottom: averages after pixel-wise
alignment (much sharper).

3.1. Data Collection
Our major motivation in constructing an Internet based
image basis is to address variations in facial shape that are
challenging to capture with 3D scanning devices. Photos
of young kids and babies are an example of this. We used
image search queries like “smiling baby”, “crying baby”,
“screaming baby” and so forth to collect sets of photos (we
call them clusters) divided by semantic labels. Similarly we
collected photos of adults making different facial expressions. As a result we collected around 4000 photos with
roughly 300 photos per cluster.

3.2. Pixel-wise correspondence
The goal of this part is to obtain dense correspondence
between any two photos in the collection. Let’s assume
for simplicity that we are given two images (I1 and I2 ) of
the same person making different facial expressions while
the pose and lighting are fixed. Finding dense correspondence between such two photos means looking for transformations u(x, y) and v(x, y) such that the distance between
I1 (x + u(x, y), y + v(x, y)) and I2 (x, y) is minimized, i.e.,
assuming brightness constancy is held (corresponding pixels have similar intensities).
This problem boils down to traditional optical flow estimation. It becomes a much more difficult problem for unconstrained photos, in particular taken with arbitrary lighting, due to violation of the brightness constancy. Recently,
however, Kemelmacher and Seitz proposed a method they
called ”Collection Flow” (CF) [21] where they showed that
given a large photo collection of same person, e.g., photos of a celebrity downloaded from the Internet, it is possible to leverage the collection for lighting invariant flow
estimation. The key idea is to replace direct flow estimation I1 → I2 with sub-flows I1 → I10 and I20 → I2 that
can be eventually combined, where I10 and I20 are low rank
projections of the input images to the space of all photos.
The projection was done in a way to capture the lighting
(low frequency component) of the image while normalizing
for the facial expression (high frequency component). Intu-

itively, flow was computed from an image to the collection
average (modified to include the lighting of the particular
image). This process alternates between improving the normalized images and flow estimation and converges rather
quickly. Please see [21] for further details.
In our method, we follow the ideas presented in [21] but
propose to apply collection flow on each cluster independently and then estimate flow between each cluster’s average (computed by the method) to a global average (chosen
as one of the clusters). There are two reasons to apply CF
per cluster vs. the full collection. First, we found that CF
performs well in case the photos have either similar identity (same gender, age and person) and varying facial expression (as in the original paper) or with roughly similar
facial expression but varying identity. The performance degraded in case both factors change. Second, since the clusters have semantic meanings having separate flows per cluster enables morphing capabilities. Note that even though the
facial expression is roughly the same per cluster it can still
vary quite significantly across individuals (and since some
of the expressions are not clearly defined with a particular
search term, e.g., crying can be with closed mouth or open
mouth) as can be seen in Fig. 1. Below we formalize the
alignment process.
Given a photo I1 in cluster i we’d like to estimate flow
to photo I2 in cluster j. We first run collection flow on
cluster i to get the flow I1 → A1i where A1i is the average
of cluster i illuminated by lighting L1 of the input image,
and similarly for I2 we find flow I2 → A2j . This process
is performed in parallel for all photos in the all clusters.
We can then warp the images I1 and I2 to their respective
cluster averages. The output is pixel wise correspondence
from each cluster’s photo to its average. Figure 2 shows
the averages of clusters before (top) and after (bottom) the
collection flow process. Note how much sharper the facial
features look, indicating good correspondence. The method
is completely automatic. The averages also reveal major
differences between expressions, e.g., “crying babies” and
“laughing babies” both have an open mouth and narrower
eyes (compared to neutral) however the extent to which the

eyes are closed or the shape of the mouth causes a dramatic
expression change.
To obtain correspondence across clusters we warp all images to their respective cluster average, from the warped images we construct an f × p matrix Mi (for cluster i) where
f is the number of images and p number of pixels in each
image. Each image is represented by a row in Mi , and similarly for cluster j. We then project the average of cluster i,
Ai onto the global average Ag (chosen as the first cluster)
obtaining Agi and estimate optical flow between Agi and Ag .
This step is done to match color and lighting of the target
cluster, in all cases the rank of the projection is rank-4 as in
[21].
Once correspondence was obtained all images are
warped to a common global reference and matrix M that
contains warped images from all the clusters is constructed.

3.3. Registration of a new input photo
Given an input image, we’d like to align it to the rest of
the collection. For this we estimate the distance between
the HoG representation of the input image and each of the
images in the collection. We choose the cluster number to
which the image belongs by measuring to which cluster the
majority of nearest neighbor images belong. Given the cluster number (say i) the image is projected to Mi and low-rank
version of the input image is computed, and further optical
flow between the low rank version and the input image is
computed. This produces a correspondence between the input image and its cluster. All the subflows are computed
using Ce Lui’s implementation [22].

4. Single view reconstruction algorithm
Given the f × p matrix of warped images M , let’s consider the intensity change at a particular pixel across the
images. The change in intensity can be caused by difference in lighting or surface normal (due to facial expression–
even though we aligned for 2D flow still there is a possible
change in surface normals), and texture, e.g., freckles. Let
an image be represented as I(x, y) = LT S(x, y) assuming Lambertian reflectance model, where S ∈ R4×p , L ∈
R4×1 , following [9]. Let us further assume that shape in an
image can be represented by a linear combination of a set of
Pk
basis shapes, i.e., I(x, y) = LT i=1 Si (x, y). Given that
image representation, the rank of M should be 4K. In the
next part we will show how to factorize the matrix to enable
recovery of the shape basis, lighting coefficients, and how
to combine the shape basis to enable single view reconstruction.
The intuition behind this representation is that we use
the images set to produce a set of basis shapes each of size
4 × p, that spans the shapes of the faces captured in images.
This idea comes from classic photometric stereo [25, 8, 17]

where it was shown that it’s possible to factorize a set of images to lighting and shape (normals+albedo), it was further
shown in [20] that it’s possible to reconstruct the average
shapes of a person’s face by factorization of images of the
same individual but with different facial expressions (the
shape usually has a common expression–averaged expression of the dataset). In our work, we derive a basis of shapes
that can represent the flow-warped collection. We further
show how to recover the basis coefficients, and use them
to reconstruct a facial shape per image. The main question, however, is how to separate the coefficients from the
lighting representation? To this end, we propose a doubleSVD approach, which includes rank constraints due to the
lighting representation. We were inspired by Bregler’s nonrigid shape factorization [14], however there it was done for
a completely different problem–separating pose and shape
parameters. [27] created a basis that spans flow and normals given photos of different people, with the same expression (neutral) to use for recognition. Photos were not prealigned using optical flow, and thus additional constraints,
e.g., symmetry, were needed. [15] create a basis that spans
deformations due to flow but consider a controlled video
sequence that is taken with 3 colored lights (thus every facial expression in every frame can be reconstructed using
rigid photometric stereo). These two works did not present
reconstructon results. We are not aware of any other approach that considered separation of lighting and non-rigid
deformation coefficients.

4.1. Factorization to deformation and lighting
We factorize M using Singular Value Decomposition,
M = U DV T and take the
√ rank-4K approximation√to get
M = P B where P = U D is f × 4K and B = DV T
is 4K × p. In the absence of ambiguities, P should contain a combination of low order coefficients of the lighting
and coefficients that combine the shape basis B. In general, however there is a 4K × 4K ambiguity since M can
be represented also by M = P A−1 AB which needs to be
resolved. We will discuss that ambiguity at the end of the
section. The question is how to factor the matrix P to recover the basis coefficients. Let us look closer on the representation of M given our assumptions:
 B 
1
···
 
M = P B = ci1 Li . . . cik Li   ... 
···
Bk


(1)

where Li ∈ R1×4 represent the lighting coefficients in an
image i, and cij where j = 1, · · · , k are the basis coefficients, B ∈ R4k×p is the basis.
To recover the coefficients we propose the following
idea. Given that repetitive structure in each row of P , we

can reshape each row to a 4 × k rank-1 matrix Pi0 ∈ Rk×4 ,
i.e.

  
ci1 Li
ci1


  
Pi0 =  ...  =  ...  Li1 . . . Li4
(2)
cik Li

cik

Factorizing Pi0 with SVD and taking the rank-1 projection
will give us the coefficients and lighting. This assumes specific structure of rows of P . To obtain such structure we
need to solve for gauge ambiguity. It was shown in [11] that
classic photometric stereo factorization can recover lighting
and shape up to 3×3 Generalized Bas-Relief ambiguity, and
for arbitrary lighting approximated with first order spherical harmonics up to a 4 × 4 Lorentz transformation [8]. In
our case, generally the ambiguity can be K × K. Instead
of directly looking for the ambiguity matrix we propose Algorithm 4.1 that leverages desired structure of matrices P
and B for ambiguity-aware deformation coefficient recovery. The key idea is to calculate best rank-1 approximation
of every row in P and then re-estimate the basis shapes B
according to the approximation. This process is iterated until convergence, which typically happens after 5 − 6 iterations.
Data: M is f × p matrix of images;
M = U DV 0 ;
√
√
denote P = U D and B = DV T ;
Result: P and B for which the rank-1 condition holds
while until convergence do
for every image i do
P (i, :) is 1 × 4K;
reshape P (i, :) to 4 × K matrix P 0 ;
run SVD on P 0 = udv T ;
set α = u(:, 1)d(1, 1);
set l = v(:, 1);
reshape αlT to 1 × 4K vector;
P (i, :) = [αlT ]1×4K ;
end
Estimate B s.t. min ||M − P B||2 ;
end
Algorithm 1: Modify P and B to hold rank-1 condition
Once P and B are estimated, we can determine the
true lighting l and basis coefficients α (in Alg. 4.1) per
image.
PKGiven the basis coefficients the sought shape is
S = j=1 cij Bj . Given the shape matrix, the surface can
be recovered by integration (see for example section 2.5 in
[20]), in our case we recover a shape matrix per color channel and integrate the three shape matrices together (instead
of one equation per pixel we have 3 equations). Once the
depth is reconstructed, it is still in the 2d state of the global
reference and therefore inverse flow should be applied to

transform the shape from reference to the original expression of the input image. The inverse flow is obtained from
the flows between cluster averages, as in Section 3.2.

5. Synthesis of novel 2D and 3D views
Once depth per image is reconstructed and correspondence between every image to every other image in the
dataset obtained, it becomes possible to transform between
different faces and expressions. Specifically, we can change
the expression of a person from a single image by transforming it using the flow between the clusters. To synthesize view of cluster j from image in cluster i we project
the photo (aligned by flow to the cluster average) onto the
rank-4 cluster i basis and also onto the rank-4 cluster j basis, yielding a pair of illumination-aligned projections. Subtracting these two projections yields a difference image between clusters i and j, under the same illumination as the
input photo, and adding it to the input photo yields a texture
change. We also apply the flow difference, between cluster
i and j, warped to the coordinate system of the input photo.

6. Results
We have focused mostly on reconstructions of young
children to demonstrate that while collecting a 3D dataset
of children is challenging (classical morphable model), by
leveraging existing photos we can overcome these challenges and enable single view reconstructions. In Fig. 4
we show input photos and the corresponding reconstructions automatically obtained using our method (for each
photo we show three views of the reconstruction). We intentionally show un-textured surfaces to show the uderlying
surface. Note the dramatic difference in facial expressions
which is captured in the reconstruction (going from laughing to screaming to sad and so forth), the change in identity, ethnicity and gender, and variety of lighting conditions.
Figures 3 and 5 show results of expression change on texture and shape (respectively) using by applying flow across
expression clusters.
We have compared our single view estimation method to
all the available methods we found: 1) Image-Metrics [4]
(”PortableYou”): the user is asked to choose a gender of the
person, and then the process is completely automatic. 2)
Vizago [5]: the user is asked to specify gender and manually click on 12 points (3 on the contour of the face–chin
and sides, 2 on ears, 3 on the nose, 2 on eyes and 2 corners
of the mouth). 3) Kemelmacher and Basri [19] on the YaleB
dataset. Below we discuss these comparisons in more detail.
Figure 7 shows reconstruction results of Vizago [5] and Image Metrics [4], both are implementations of the morphable
model method. By observing the profile views we see that
the shapes are mostly of an average adult and do not capture
the facial expression.(FaceGen [3] produces similar results.)
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Figure 5. Creating 3D facial expressions from a single view.
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Figure 3. Given a single input image (left), the method can automatically synthesize the same person in different facial expressions using the derived morphable model.

In Figure 6 we compare to the single view method of
[19], we ran our algorithm on the YaleB [16] dataset (image from YaleB was an input to our method–we didn’t use
any of the extra data available with YaleB images, e.g., fiducials, lighting, etc.) and present several typical reconstructions (3rd column). Ground truth shape (columns 2,6) is
estimated via calibrated (known lighting directions) photometric stereo [25]. Columns 4,8 show the depth map difference between our single view reconstruction and photometric stereo, below each difference there is the mean error and
standard deviation in percents. We used exactly the same
measure as in [19]’s Figure 7, i.e., 100 zgt − zrec /zgt . We
get comparable results (or slightly better), their typical error is 6 − 7% while ours is 4%. Note that [19] is not designed to work with facial expressions and its performance
degrades when the input photo is less similar to the reference template thus we show results on adults with neutral
expression.
We have also tried non-face specific methods such as
[18] and [2] and both do not perform well on unconstrained
face images, we therefore do not include a comparison.
Please refer to the supplementary material for more examples.

7. Conclusions
We believe that morphable models have a huge potential
to advance unconstrained face modeling, however most existing methods depend on priors derived from pre-captured
and pre-aligned 3D laser scans. The key idea of this paper, is to show that a morphable model basis can be constructed directly from photos that already exist on the Internet. We showed that if photos can be divided to ”clusters”
based on semantic labels (e.g., ”smiling”, ”sad”), we can
1) get dense pixel-wise correspondence between any pair of
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Figure 6. Comparison to [19] on YaleB dataset. We use exactly
the same measure as in Fig.7 of [19] and show several typical reconstructions on this dataset compared to calibrated photometric
stereo (known lighting). We get comparable results, typical reconstruction error in [19] is around 6 − 7% while ours in typically
4%.
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Figure 7. Typical reconstruction with morphable model methods
[5, 4] on baby pictures. The shape does not account for facial
expressions, and looks close to the average person model (note the
profile views of the reconstruction). Compare with Figure 4 that
includes our results.

photos in different clusters that represent facial expressions,
e.g., smiling photo to sad photo, and 2) use this correspondence to analyze the space of warped images, i.e., factor to
lighting and deformation. This enabled a new single view
shape reconstruction and modification method, with exciting results on very challenging photos, e.g., faces with extreme expressions.
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